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ABSTRACT

New solutions tif the quantum Yung-Baxter equation, depending in general on three

arbitrary parameters, are written down. They are based on the root of unity represen-

tations of the (niii.iit.tiin orthosyinplectic. superalgebra Uq[osp(i/2)] , which were found

recently. Representations of the braid group B^ are denned within any Nth tensorial

power of root of 1 f/(;[asp(l/2)] modules.
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1. Introduction

In the present paper we write down new solutions of the quantum Yang-Baxter

equation (QYBE), associated with root of unity representations of the quantum or-

thosymplectic superalgebra Uq[osp(l/2)}, which we have recently constructed [1]. All

such representations are with a highest and with a lowest weight. For q being a 4fc root

of f with k = 3, 5,7,.. . , there exists a continuous class of ft-diinensional representations.

The solutions of the QYBE we find depend in general on three continuous parameters.

The general interest for studying solutions of the quantum Yang-Baxter equation

is inspired from the various applications of the latter in confonnal Held theory [2, ;.Sj,

quantum intertable models [4, 5] and knot theory [6-8]. Our motivation for the present

investigation is of somewhat, different, nature. It originates from the close connection

between the representations of the orthosymplectic superalgebras and the quantum

statistics [9, 10], more precisely - the parastatistics [11].

It is perhaps worth commenting the last point in some more details. To this end

consider as an example the Hopf algebra t/,,[osp(l/2?i,)], the quantized universal en-

veloping algebra of the orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra osp(\j2n). The quantization

of the latter in terms of its Chevalley generators is well known [12-17]. Recently there

has been given an alternative definition of Uq [osp{ l/2»)] [18-21] in terms of preoseillatoi'

generators af, K^ — ql!i, i = 1. . . . . n. The relation to the quantum statistics steins

from the observation that the operators af, i - 1,.. ., n can be identified with deformed

para-Bose operators. Moreover it turns out that, the oscillator (or Weyl) supei algebra.

Wq(n) generated by n pairs of deformed Bose operators [22-25] is a factor algebra of

Ut,[o$p(l/2n)] [26. 27] and (depending on the precise definition of the preoscillator gen-

erators) a morphism of Uq[osp(l/2ii)] onto Wq(n) is given essentially by a replacement

of the deformed para-Bose operators with deformed Bose operators. Therefore, de-

spite of the fact that the oscillator algebra Wq(n) is not a Hopf algebra, one can define

an i?,-matrix associated with Wq(n) simply by considering the Foek representation of

Wq(n) also as a representation of f/,[osp(l/2n)]. To this end one has to express the

Uq[osp(~[/2n)} universal Jl-matrix in terms of preoscillator generators and subsequently

replace them with deformed Bose operators. The related matrices Ru-. /?in, ^2,i, which

are functions on ;i pairs of deformed Bose operators and the corresponding number op-

erators, provide » "bosonic" solution of the QYBE. Certainly one can try to carry out.

the above programme in a more general framework, considering other representations

of the preoseillator generators. This would correspond l.o finding representations of the

deformed para-Bose operators. The problem however is not. simple: it has not, been



solved so far even in the nondeformed case.

The present paper is a small stop towards the realization of the above programme.

Hero we deal with the superalgebra Uq{osp{l/2)\. Nevertheless already in this sim-

ple case one arrives to interesting conclusions. It turns out, for instance, that apart

from the representations corresponding to both deformed and nondeformed parabosons

(and in particular - bosons) one finds a (root of 1) representation with a* being usual

fermions [28], i.e., the fermions are deformed parabosons. Thus, the bosons and the

ferinions appeal1 as different irreps of one and the same quantized superalgebra, nameiy

Uq\osp{\f2)]. As an example we write down the corresponding 4-dimensionat (nondiag-

oiial) R- matrix, which leads to a "fermionic" solution of the QYBE.

The new solutions of the QYBE will be based on the representations of the pre-

oscillator generators a*, K = qH in (deformed para-Bose) Fock spaces. We pay special

attention to the case when the deformation parameter q is a root of unity, which leads

to finite-dimensional Fock spaces.

For n > 1 the preoscillator generators of Uq\osp(l/2n)\ are very different from its

Chevalley generators. In case n — 1 however the creation and the annihilation (deformed

para-Bose} operators a +, a ' can be identified with the positive and the negative root

vectors <; and / of (7,,(o.sp(l/2)], respectively. Therefore the results to follow could have

been given entirely in terms of the canonical for Uq\osp(l/2)} terminology and notation.

We prefer however to keep close to the notation of the preoscillator generators, speaking

about' creation and annihilation operators instead of Chevalley generators, (deformed)

Fock spaces instead of Verma modules, etc. In order to underline that Uq[osp(l/2)\ is

(essentially) generated by deformed para-Bose operators we call it a (deformed) para-

Bose superalgebra.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we recall the definition of the deformed

para-Bose superalgebra and its Fock irreps for q being root of 1. The form of the

transformation relations is new and more compact, comparing to those given in [1].

In Sec. 3 new solutions of the QYBE are constructed. The situation here is rather

peculiar. We first prove that at q being root of 1 Uq[osp(l/2)] is in general not almost

cocommutativo. Nevertheless the expression of the (generic) universal ft-matrix turns

to be well defined within all of our representation spaces, which leads to solutions of the

QYBE. I-is addition the /?-matrix allows us to define representations of the braid group

Bjv in the N'h tensorial power of any of the Uq[osp(l/2)) Fock modules.

Throughout we use the following abbreviations and notation: C - all complex

numbers;'Z - all integers; Z+ all nonnegative integers; Z2 = {0,1}; [A, B\ = AB -

3

BA, {A, 3} ̂  AB 4 BA: Uq = Uq[osp(}/2)}.

2. The para-Bose algebra U,[osp(l/2)] and its Fock irreps

Here we summarize the results of [1]. The form of the expressions (2.5), (2.7)-(2.!)),

describing the transformations of the Fock spaces, is however new. It is more compact

than the corresponding relations in [l].

The superalgebra [/, = UQ[osp( 1/2)], q € C\{0, ±1} has three generators a+, a~. H,

satisfying the defining relations:

(2.2)

H is an even generator, a* are odd. As q -+ 1 H - {a* ,a } and eqs. (2.1) reduce to

the defining relations of the nondeformed para-Bose operators [11] (f,r;, f = ± or ±1):

The Hopf algebra structure on Uq can be defined in different ways [17]. For the coinul-

tiplication we set

A(a") = a" . (2.3)

Passing to the representations of Uq we note that the finite-dimensional irreps of

Uq[osp(l/2)] at generic q were constructed in (29. 30]. Some root of unity highest weight

irreps were also obtained in [30]; both highest weight, and cyclic representations were

studied in [31-34].

A (deformed) Fock space F(p) is defined in the usual for the parnstatisties way [11 j :

for any complex p (which is an analogue of the order of the paiastatistics) one postulates

the existence of a vacuum vector |0) € F{p) so that. a~jO) = 0 and H\ti) = p\0). FFrom

now on we shall denote by a^ and Hp the representatives of a^ and H in F{p). Tin:

latter is an infinite-dimensional linear space with a basis \n) = (a;j )"|0), n £ Z h,

Setting
nn-¥x _ ( _ | \n,,-n-:r.

(2.4)
• _ ( _ ! ) " , - » -

one can write the transformation of the basis as follows:

- 1), 1). (2.5)



At generic q the space F(p) is infinite-dimensional. It is a simple (=irreducible) Uq

module if p is not a negative even number [28] (which we always assume). The space

F(p = 1) is the Fock space of deformed Bose operators [22-25]. Within F(l) the

preoscillator operators satisfy the relations

«^a^ - q±2a,i(ii = qT2N, where N — -(Hi - 1) is the number operator. (2.6)

In the root of unity cases F(p) is indecomposible if and only if q — eli ft for every

•m.k e Z such that q £ {±l ,± i} . The factor- space of F(p) with respect to the

maximal invariant subspace is an irreducible module, containing the vacuum vector |0).

The algebras Uq corresponding to all possible values of m and k contain several

isomorphic copies. Without loss of generality we restrict m and k to values, which we

call admissible, namely: (1) k — 2 ,3, . . . ; (2) m e (1 ,2 , . . . , fc — 1}; (3) m and k are

relatively co-prime. FProrn now on we consider q — e'^T to be only an admissible root

of 1.

The irreducible Uq modules with q being root of 1 are finite-dimensional. Denote by

WL(p) C F(p) an L + 1-dimensional representation space with a basis |0), |1),. . . , \L).

Its transformations under the action of the Uq generators read:

H,,\n) = {2r,+p)\n), ar,\n) = (n; -l;p},|n-l), a+\L) = 0, a+|n) = |n+l), n < L.

. (2-7)

We distinguish I wo classes of algebras, each one containing three groups of representa-

tions,

Cltifis I (k - m = odd) : (I.a) L = 2k - 1 if p yt integer;

(/./)) L = p(k - \)(mod 2k) if p = integer;

(/.(•-•) L = 2 k - 1 ( 2 . 8 )

Class II (k, m = odd) : {11.a) L = k - 1 if p + even;

{II.b) L = {k — p){mod fc) if p = even

(//.r) L = k - 1. (2.0)

Tho cfiscs (I.a), (I.b), (II.a) am! (II.b) correspond to irreducible representations,

whereas in (/.<•) (resp. (II.c)) the representation is iudecomposible if p - integer (resp.

if p — even). The 2A"-dimensional modules correspondinff to (I.e.) were described in (32],

where in particular it wa.s shown how one can modify those of thorn conrsponding to

A—odd mid m=even so that they carry cyclic representations. Our ha-s lo keep in mind

however that at certain values of p these modules are no more irreducible, they are in-

decomposible. In fact each simple module WL(p) from (I.b) with L=p(k- I)(mod 2k)

is a factor-module of Wik^i(p) from (I.c) with respect to its maximal invariant sub-

space. To our best knowledge the representations from the classes (I.b) and 77 were

not described in the literature so far,

One can always assume 0 < Re.(p) < 4fc. since the representations with p outside

that interval are equivalent to representations with p obeying the above inequality; if

k is odd and m is even one can further set 0 < Rc(p) < 2k if m = 2(rnod 4) and

0 < Re(p) < fc if m = 4(mod 4).

3. R-matrices and new solutions of the QYBE

One way for constructing i?-matriccs and hence solutions of the QYBE is based on the

use of the universal i?-matrix of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra U together with the

representations of U.

The universal .R-inatvix for U,, was written down in [29, 30]. Here we use the

expression as given in [17], which read in our notation:

R — Y^( i)"'V"" (g ~ c^" Ua
+)" & (a~yl]qi"'A" fj 1)

where q = q~\ {n)a = (1 - o")/(l - a), (")a! = (l)a(2),,.... (u),,.-

If pi and pi are two representations off/,, defined in Vi and V2, then the related

R-matrix is R(p\, P2) ~ (pi ® p2)R G E7id(Vi ® V2).

In the root of 1 cases however the above construction generally fails . because for

certain admissible q Uq is no more almost cocoimnutative. The proof is essentially the

same as the one given by Arnaudon for U,,[sl(2)} [35]. It is based on the observation

that Uq contains a larger center generated from its Ca-simir operator and the additional

central elements x ± = (a*)2* and z - (K]2k [30, 31]. If p is an irrep of U,, in V\ then

^(s±) = p(xk)lv, p(z) = p(z)lv, where lv is the unit operator in V and p(x±), p(z) e

C.
We proceed t.o show that the universal i?-matrix docs not exist, for a subrla.ss of I,

corresponding t.o all algebras with A:=odd ami f»,=cven. To this ond we use the following

general identity: if </ is an Ith primitive root of J and AB + q^BA = (I, then for any

N <!.

'N
n



(3.2)

Applying (3.2) for JV = 2fc, A = 1 -59 a" and B = a~ ® .fiT, we obtain for all class I

algebras:

A(x~) = 1<%X- +x~ <&z, Aop(x~) •= x" « 1 •+• i » r . (3.3)

In (3.3) A"'' = a A is the opposite comultiplication; a is a superpermutation, <r(a <g>

b) = (— i)'Jeff(°)de9(*)6 c>5 a. Assume now that [/,, is almost cocommutative, namely

that there exists an invertible element R from (the completion of) Uq g> Uq, so that

RA(a) — Anp(a)R for any a 6 £/,,. On the tensor product of two irreps pi and pi in Vi

and V2 one wouid have for a = x~:

(3.4)

Acting with both sides of (3.4) on an arbitrary vector \X) e Vi ® V2, one gets:

where |K) = (pi !$ p2){R)\X). Therefore

(3.5)

TIK; central elements i * and i can take arbitrary values on the cyclic irreps of the

algebras with fc=<irld and m—i'vcti [34]. i.e., in this case pi(x~), p2(x^), p\{z) and pi{z)

•AW. arljit.rary numbers, which is in contradiction to (3.5). Therefore the universal R-

matrix cannot, exists for these algebras. Note however that (3.5) is not in contradiction

with the representations (2.8), since for any of them p(x±) — 0. Therefore, following

ROSHO [3Gj, one can try to produce an almost universal iJ-matrix on the quotient Uq =

U,I[OHP[1/2)]/(X±=0).

E([. (3.5) holds for the subclass of the class I algebras, corresponding to fc=even

and m=odd. The known irreps for this subclass are only those listed in (2.8). The latter

do mil. contradict (3.5), since .f* and z act as zero operators within each class I Uq-

ltiodule. Therefore the question whether the universal R matrix exists for the algebras

with A=cven and m=odd is an open one. The same holds for all algebras from the class

II. Within each f/(| module corresponding to (2.9) .f * and z are zero operators. Our

attempts to extend these modules to carry cyclic: representations were not successful.

Moreover, the eqs. (3.3) and hence (3.5) are no more true.

We see that the question about the existence of an universal R matrix for the

algebras Uq with q being root, of ! ennnot be answered uniquely at. present. Our claim

is that the ii-iuai.rix (3.1), considered as an element from tjq ®Uq is almost universal,

namely it is ''universal" for all Fock representations (2.7)-(2.9): if p'"(pi) and p'"{p3)

are any two such representations, then the operator

(3-6)

satisfies the analogue of (3.4),

RL"L2(Pi, P2)(pLl (Pi) ® P1"' (P2))(A(a)) = («))« ' J 1 J" (Pi, Pi)-

(3.7)

The explicit action of RLl-L* (p,, p2) on the basis \lj)«\l2) of W" (]h)« W'* (p2) yields:

x Y\{12 - i-J>\,i{h - 1 - * ; p 2 } J ' i + n - ) o ? | i 2 - n ) .

The proof of (3.7) is by a direct computation within each Uq module W1" (p

i.e., using the transformation relations (3.H).

The linear operators

(3.8)

= WL< (pi ) » W'-J (p2

which satisfy the QYBE

R^'L*(puP2)Rv^{py,P^R12tL*(V

are defined on the basis as follows:

R^(PuP2)(\h) « \l2) » \l3))

WL

(a.10)

' 2

n - l

<">-*°! ,Vo

E

(3.12)
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The operators (3.9) can be expressed in terms of the H-matrix (3.8). To this end

introduce a super-permutation linear operator P23 : (|ni)®|n2))®|n.-j}) = { —l)"2Tl3|ni)®

•'•:)) ^ \n-i))- T h e n

(3.14)

Depending on the choice of the representations (2.8) and (2.9) one obtains R-

matrices of different dimensions, which may be parameter independent or can depend

on one or two free parameters.

if / /" (pi), pI'2(j>2) 6 if-'-), then /i'"-La(p),p2) depends on two arbitrary complex

parameters pi and p2, dim{RLl-''2{p\,p2)) = 4fe2. These /^-matrices were obtained in

[<J2], The expression (tl.S) is somewhat more compact.

If / ) ' ' ( J J I ) . PLHP2) G (//•<•••) ^'JllLa(PiiP2) depends also on the arbitrary complex

parameters pi and p?, but. dim{Rr'-l'-'(pi,p2}) = fc2. This is a new class of /2-matrices,

leiuiiufi through {'•!• 14) to new solutions of the QYBE, defined in a fca-dimensional space

\Vl-'-l"-'--'{pl,j)2,j^) with k = !J, 5,7,.. . and depending on three arbitrary parameters.

In all other rases the ii-matrir.es depend on less then two free parameters, which

is due U> the ctuse that for certain values of pi, P2 and pa WL'' s 3(pi,P2iPu) contains

iuviiriaiit subspaces. Those, corresponding to p'"(pi), pLl(v2) ^ {I-b) o r {H-b) \ea,A

id constant it-matrices and hence to constant solutions of the QYBE. Here are some

I'Xinnples.

K.rcmpli' 1. The representation (I.!>) with k = 2, (m = 1) and p = 1 gives L = 1. From

;2.7) one concludes that a* are Fermi operators. In the basis {|0) » |0), JO) «> |1), |1) ®

(I), jl} ;.-:• |1)} the "fertnionk" /i-matrix reads:

/?'""- l-'-< = 1,^2= 1) =
0

1) 1

0

0
C x

I)

0
0

f ¥
0

0
0

o
—p

(3.15)

It contains no free parameters.

Example 2. We consider the class II algebra Uq with the smallest possible value of

Jk, namely k = 3 (and hence m = 1), i.e., q = t" / f i . There is a tree of R- matrices,

related to the different possible branches of the representations (II.a,b,c). One such

branch is, for instance, R2'2(pi,p2) — R2A{pi,2) -> Rl'1(2,2). The root fi-matrix

/jLi=z. ta=2(p l lp2) is 9-dimensional and depends on two arbitrary parameters pi and

p2. In a matrix form ( ordering the basis lexically, \i) & \j) < \k) S [/) if i < k or if i - k

and j < I) one obtains from (3.8):

^Ao0 ioo
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
\ 0

0
Aoi.oi

0

Aio.oi
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

A()2,02
0

A ll,l)2
0

A20.02
0
0

0
0
0

Aio.io
(J
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
I)

An, i i
0

A20.11
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

A)2,12
0

Mi,vi
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

A20.211
0
0

(1
0
(1
0
0
0

0

.421,21
t)

0 \
0
0
0
0
0
0

(I

A22.22)
Cl.Hi)

with

20,20 = /I22.22 ^

A1001 = - 2 i e {^p2) Au,<n
6

1))

I ) ) -

Mi 12 = 1)).

Setting P2 = 2 and L2 = 1 one obtains the next, matrix from the brunch, namely

the 6-dimensional /i-matrix / ? l ' 1 = 2 ' ' J i = 1(pi,P2 = 2), which depends on the arbitrary

10



parameter p,:

i,2) =

0

0
0
0
0
Pl+4)

0
0
0
0
0

0
{3.17)

fil!1(jJi.2) <an be obtained from the root matrix (3.16) by crossing out its rows and

columns with numbers 3, G and 9 and setting p2 = 2.

The last matrix from the branch corresponds to pi = p2 = 2 and h\ = L2 = 1. It

is a 4-dimensional constant ft-matrix, which can be obtained by crossing out the last

two rows and columns in (3.17) and setting pi = 2:

0

(3.18}

0 - e

One can choose certainly other branches from the ft-matrix tree, obtaining in this way

new ft-matrices of smaller dimensions, which are always submatrices of the root matrix

(3.16).

Lot us mention at. the end, following Zhang [38]. that the ^-matrix can be used

also in order to define representations of the braid group BN acting in any Nth ten-

sorial power of Fork spaces WL{p), namely in W!'(p)®N. To this end set RL(p) =

PR.'"''(li,p) e End(WL{p) M W'{p)), where P is the superpermutation operator in

WL(p) « WL(p). It is straightforward to verify that RL(p) is an Uq[osp(l/2)] inter-

twining operator in WL(p) (x) Wl'(p):

Hence [m] rr, e Evd{W'(p))KN i = 1, , . . , JV - 1, defined as

(Ji = l ^ ' " 1 ' « n/'(p) OJ l»(w — l ) (;j.2O)

gives a representation of £,v, namely the ai:..., CT/V-I satisfy the defining relations for
B \:

^l^j ~ Vj^i l ~ .11 > li C j ^ i f l ^ i — fT|^ 1 <T.jf7j_j_ 1 + (3.21)

Hence (the representation of the braid group) DN is a subset of the set of all intertwining
operators in W!'(p)^"^.

11
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4. Concluding remarks

We have found new solutions of the quantum Yang-Baxter equations, using essentially

the representations of Uq[osp(l/2)] , which we have recently constructed. The solutions

were obtained formally from the "generic" ft-matrix (3.1). despite of the; fact, that the

latter does not exists in root of 1 cases. The more precise statement is that at values

of the deformation parameter q = e'^T with k =odd and ?n=even U,l[osp(l/2)] is not,

quasitriangular and even less - it is not almost cocommutative. In all other admissible

cases the question about the existence of R is an open one.

The results we have announced in the present paper arc; more of a mathematical

nature. The very fact however that a* are deformed para-Bose operators (in some other

terminology - deformed supersingletons [39]) indicates already their relation to quantum

physics. In fact the representation with p = 1 corresponds deformed to bosons [22-25].

The one-dimensional quantum oscillator based on such operators exhibits quite unusual

properties at q being root of 1. In particular it leads to discretization of the spectrum

of the position and the momentum operators, thus putting the phase space on a lattice

[40]. It will be interesting to consider the same problem in the frame of tin: more general

para- Bose oscillator, considering all its (unitarizable) root of 1 representations.

Various kinds of oscillators based on deformed parabosons were discussed in the

literature so far (see [1] for references in this respect) without, usually paying attention

to the underlying coalgebra structure. The arbitrary deformations may face however

serious problems: if the underlying deformed para-Bose algebra is not a Hopf algohra

(or at least an associative algebra with a coinultiplication, which is an algebra tnor-

phism), it is impossible to define tensor products of representations. The deformations

of the parabosons we consider are free of this disadvantage, since our deformed algebra

is identical with the Hopf algebra Uq[osp(\/2}]. Another positive feature of the Hopf

algebra deformations is the existence of an /{.-matrix within every Fock space WL{p).

The latter allows one to define an action of the braid group i3/v within any Nth ten-

sorial power W''{p)®N, which commutes with Uq]osp(\/2}}, This is a step towards the

decomposition of WL{p)(iN into irreducible Uq]osp(l/2)] modules.

It will be interesting to generalize the present approach to the ca.se of several, say.

7i. modes of preoscillator operators. To this end one has first to express the universal

f/,[(jsp(l/2n,)] /{-matrix in terms of deformed para-Bose operators and then consider

root of 1 representations of them. A good candidate for such a representation is the one

of the q—commuting deformed Bose operators, introduced recently in [20, 21], which

permit, only root of 1 (unitary) representations.

12
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